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We disclose a simple, optical touch screen technique based on a planar injection molded polymer

waveguide, a single laser, and a small linear detector array. The solution significantly reduces the

complexity and cost as compared to existing optical touch technologies. Force detection of a touching

finger is also demonstrated. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3615656]

The introduction of Apple’s iPhone in 2007 was indeed

responsible for a breathtaking development of touch screens.

Not only did the worldwide production of touch screens

explode (>400 M units in 2009 (Ref. 1)) but the technical

evolution experienced a great boost as well. Features like

dual touch (allowing magnifying/rotating pictures), internet

and e-mail access, and advanced gaming were all contribut-

ing to raise the bar for the touch screens to come. On top of

that there has been an on-going development towards larger

screens, such as tablet computers and laptops.

Today, at least a dozen different touch screen technolo-

gies have made it to the market; however, two technologies

are dominating: resistive and projected capacitive.1 Resistive

is still the preferred technology due to low price, but pro-

jected capacitive is catching up especially for portable devi-

ces like smart phones.

Optical touch screens have been available on the market

for more than 40 yr.2 The classical types, known from, e.g.,

industrial control panels, rely on an “over-the-surface” light

grid, in which two arrays of light emitters arranged along two

adjacent sides of the display pass light above the display

towards corresponding arrays of light detectors at the opposite

sides. When a finger touches the display, two orthogonal light

beams are blocked, respectively, in the x and y directions,

leading to an immediate determination of the finger location.

Such systems do have certain advantages over capacitive

touch screens used in many handheld devices today (e.g.,

Apple’s iPhone), in that no force needs to be exerted on the

screen and no electrically conducting coatings need to be

applied to the screen, the latter reducing the visibility of the

display. Moreover, the optical solution is easily scalable to

large size, unlike the electronic solutions. There are, however,

also several draw-backs of the over-the-surface solutions,

such as sensitivity to ambient light, high cost, and complexity

(because of the large amount of light sources and detectors)

and the fact that a bezel is needed around the edge of the dis-

play, which especially for handheld devices is undesirable.

There is also a second type of optical touch screen in

which the light beams are guided in a planar waveguide

placed right on top of the display,3–5 see Fig. 1. The light

blocking then relies upon locally disturbing the total-inter-

nal-reflection, much in the same way as in refractive-index

waveguide sensing.6 The angle of interrogation h is chosen

between

hc;il < h < hc;f ; hc;il ¼ arcsin
nil

nwg

� �
; hc;f ¼ arcsin

nf

nwg

� �
;

(1)

where hc;il is the critical angle at the isolation layer separat-

ing the waveguide from the display, hc;f is the critical angle

at the finger, and nil;wg;f are the refractive indices of isolation

layer, waveguide, and finger, respectively. If Eq. (1) is ful-

filled, light may be picked up by a touching finger, which

leaves the edge-detector dark. Hence, by arranging arrays of

light emitters along two sides of the waveguide and arrays of

detectors along the two opposite edges, the touch location is

easily derived from the two dark detectors. However, due to

the large amount of light sources and detectors needed to

cover the entire display area, this type of touch screen was

never commercialized.

The objective of the present paper is to present a wave-

guide-based optical touch screen in which the amount of

light sources and light detectors is significantly reduced.

The touch screen is based on the same total-internal-

reflection principle, as shown in Fig. 1. However, we use

only a single light source and a small detector array, as

shown in a top view in Fig. 2. The touch module comprises a

transparent plastic plate (PMMA), acting as the waveguide, a

single laser V (VCSEL, vertical cavity surface emitting laser)

placed at one corner of the waveguide and a small linear de-

tector array D.A. placed at the opposite corner. The laser

light is coupled into the waveguide through a concave, cylin-

drical lens-shape molded into the corner. The cylindrical

lens expands the laser beam into a 645� fan, so that the

entire plane of the waveguide is illuminated. The light propa-

gates in the waveguide towards the two opposite collimating

edges Cx,y that are shaped as Fresnel-parabolas and are

FIG. 1. (Color online) Principle of a waveguide-based touch screen.

L¼ light source, D¼ detector, h¼ angle of interrogation.

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:

hcpe@fotonik.dtu.dk.
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coated with gold. Here, the beams are redirected and colli-

mated along the �y and þx axes, respectively, see Fig. 2. At

the opposite edges Fx,y, the beams are redirected and focused

at the out-coupling corner (upper left), at which a convex,

cylindrical shape carries out the out-coupling towards the x-

and y-parts of the detector array.

Upon touching the surface at position T, the total inter-

nal reflection is disturbed in the same manner as illustrated

in Fig. 1. As a result, two dark spots are generated at the de-

tector array, which readily gives the x and y coordinates of

the touch. This waveguide design solves the problems

encountered by the current optical touch screens, as the

amount of light sources and detectors are reduced signifi-

cantly and there is no bezel needed along the edges.

There is, however, a fundamental issue to be taken care

of, since not only the collimated rays are sensitive to touch.

This is illustrated further in Fig. 3 showing that also the

diverging rays D are disturbed by the touch. This leads to

two dark “x-spots” at the detector array instead of one. In

addition, the focusing rays are also touch sensitive, giving

rise to two dark “y-spots.” Hence, a single touch leads to a

total of four dark spots at the detector array, making the de-

tector information ambiguous.

Our way of solving this problem is to introduce a tilt to

the Fresnel-shaped edges, which is shown in Fig. 4. Here,

the diverging ray D is incident virtually along the plane of

the waveguide, meaning that the angle of interrogation is

close to 90�. The critical angle for the PMMA/finger inter-

face is arcsin(1.47/1.49)¼ 80.6�,7 meaning—according to

Eq. (1)—that the diverging rays are not touch sensitive. After

being reflected, the interrogation angle is decreased by 2c,

where c is the tilt angle of the edge. In our case, the edge is

tilted by 9�, meaning that the interrogation angles of the col-

limated rays are around 72�, i.e., well below the required

80.6�. Thus, the collimated rays become touch sensitive, as

illustrated in Fig. 4.

The focusing edges are tilted oppositely, so that the

interrogation angles of the focusing rays are also close to

90�, making them non-sensitive to touch. In this manner, the

unintended dark spots are eliminated, leading to the desired

two-spot, unambiguous detector signal.

The realized PMMA waveguide is photographed in Fig. 5.

The dimensions are 40� 40� 1 mm; the Fresnel structures

are 0.5 mm deep. As an illustration, the transition from a non-

sensitive, in-the-plane ray to a sensitive zig-zag ray is shown.

The single zig-zag ray shown may leave the impression that

there are only distinct points of interrogation at the surface.

However, in reality, a fan of rays with an angular range of

�64� are launched into the waveguide. This smears out the

interrogation points to form a continuum. The waveguide is

therefore touch-sensitive all over the surface.

To test the touch performance, the waveguide was

mounted on a block of polytetrafluorethylen, which has a re-

fractive index of 1.35 and therefore is well suited as an

FIG. 2. (Color online) Top view of the touch module comprising a polymer

waveguide with specially shaped edges, a light source V, and a linear detec-

tor array D.A. Cx,y are Fresnel-shaped collimating edges, Fx,y are Fresnel-

shaped focusing edges, and T is a touch point. The two x- and y-parts of the

detector array are dedicated to the x- and y-interrogating rays, respectively.

FIG. 3. (Color online) The fact that both the collimated rays C and the

diverging rays D are touch sensitive leads to unintended, multiple dark spots

at the detector array, here illustrated by the two dark spots appearing on the

x-part of the detector array. Similarly, two dark spots will appear on the

y-part.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Cross-sectional view at the reflection point R in

Fig. 3. The tilted edge at R alters the angle of interrogation of the reflected

ray, making it touch sensitive.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Photograph of the PMMA waveguide illustrating the

effect of the tilted Fresnel-shaped edge: an in-the-plane ray originating from

the lower left corner is transformed into a zig-zag ray with interrogation

angle¼ 72�.
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isolating substrate. A VCSEL (Optowell SS67-4U001, single

mode, k¼ 670 nm) was used as a light source and a comple-

mentary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) camera (EHD,

SMX-160, 6.6 Mpixels) was used as a detector array. The

in-coupling lens-shape had a radius of 0.2 mm, and the out-

coupling lens-shape had a radius of 3 mm.

The touch module was tested by touching with a finger

at different locations, as shown in Fig. 6(a). By subtracting

the resulting detector signal from the reference frame

(¼signal without touch), two peaks appear, as shown in Fig.

6(b). An algorithm for peak finding was developed to locate

the peaks and from this calculate the finger location, which

is shown in Fig. 6(c). Based on this, a 5� 5 keypad was real-

ized and tested. Furthermore, sliding movements across the

device were tracked by the algorithm.

The influence of the touch force was also investigated.

The device was placed on a scale and the signals resulting

from different touch forces were recorded. The results are

shown in Fig. 7, revealing that a threshold force of 0.1 N

(10 grams) was needed to obtain a 10% local change of the

signal. The relative signal increases almost linearly up to

2.5 N. The force sensitivity is very interesting for future

touch screens, in which three-dimensional inputs (x,y,z)

could be offered as a feature. One example is navigating a

mouse in three dimensions or controlling an object in 3D

space.8

In conclusion, we have reported an optical touch tech-

nology that considerably reduces the cost compared to exist-

ing optical technologies. Force detection is also

demonstrated, a feature that may add a third dimension to

the existing smart phone interactions. We believe that the

presented technology is attractive for the high-volume touch

screen market.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Realized touch module being tested. Laser light is

being launched at the upper left corner; the camera is placed at the opposite

corner. Note the “glow” at the tip of the finger, which is light being picked

up from the waveguide. (b) Green curve (top curve) is the un-touched cam-

era signal, red curve (middle curve) is the touched camera signal, black

curve (bottom curve) is a result of a subtraction between the green and red

curves. (c) Result of the peak finding algorithm that tells the touch location.

FIG. 7. (Color online) Average, relative peak-height changes (in relation to

reference signal) of the x and y peaks versus force applied by the finger.
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